
Ohio REALTORS Political Advocacy Fund 

 

 The Ohio Association of REALTORS’ current Issues Mobilization Fund Balance is $250,000; 

in today’s political environment, this is woefully insufficient to protect our member’s interests. 

 Local Associations are actively engaged in issues that impact their business and their    

communities.  These activities are consistent with their core mission.  However, the reliance 

on “hard dollar” RPAC funds on issues campaigns must be curbed and an alternative            

developed. 

 New NAR matching contribution requirements significantly impact how state and local        

associations can access REALTOR Party funds.  No longer will we be able to rely solely on 

NAR support when faced with issues we must address. 

 The real estate industry and our private property rights have faced significant challenges in 

the last decade that will unfortunately continue into the foreseeable future.  While successful 

in these past battles, we are not prepared to take an issue to the “next level” if ever           

necessary. 

 Citizens United v. the Federal Election Commission has forever changed the political 

landscape.  NAR and many state associations have taken the necessary steps to put        

themselves in a strong position to compete in the new landscape.  Ohio must now do 

the same. 

 



Increased NAR Grant Request Requirements 

 Grant requests of $25,000 or less require a 10% association contribution. 

 Grant requests between $25,000 and $1 million require a minimum 25%      

association contribution. 

 Grant requests over $1 million require a minimum 50% association             

contribution. 

 Coalition partner contributions do not count toward the required contribution. 

 Corporate Ally Program investments allocated to a state will be used first. 

The Issues for Ohio REALTORS 
 Ohio is similar to many states in that few local boards have their own Issues Mobilization 

fund.  In the past, this was rarely necessary since issues were primarily handled via OAR and 

NAR. 

 The ever increasing number of issues local associations are engaging requires local boards 

to rely on OAR for their share of the contribution. While entirely appropriate, this significantly 

impacts the state fund. 

 Our current structure requires the expenditure of local RPAC entitlement dollars that are most 

effective as direct contributions for candidates.  A separate account would alleviate this and 

allow for more direct campaign involvement. 

 Conducting a statewide campaign on behalf of Ohio’s REALTORS will approach and conceiv-

ably exceed $10 million dollars.  That would require a $5 million dollar match from OAR. 

 The Ohio Issue Mobilization account has been critical in the fight against sales tax expansion,       

and statewide transfer tax increases.  Locally funds have been used to fight property tax               

increases, school ballot initiatives, point of sale and sign ordinances, and used for neighborhood   

impact studies prior to new development. 

 Currently, over half of REALTOR associations already have in place soft dollar accounts to       

address issues and candidates. Balances on hand range from $1 million up to $20 million. 

The Political Advocacy Fund (PAF): 
 Assessment will be utilized by both the state and local boards and will be further supple-

mented by OAR’s allocation from the states NAR allocation. 

 OAR expenditures will be for Independent expenditures to state candidates and ballot is-

sues affecting private property rights and the real estate industry. 

 May be used by local associations for local independent expenditures for candidates and 

issue advocacy campaigns. 

 Supports the movement for all political activity funding to become “needs based.” 


